Abbreviations

AKM        The Academy of the Kingdom of Morocco
AMREC      *L'Association Marocaine de Recherche et d’Échange Culturel*
CBRM       The Committee Battling against Repression in Morocco
CCHR       The Consultative Council on Human Rights
CMCLA      The Council of the Moroccan Community Living Abroad
ERC        The Equity and Reconciliation Commission
FDCI       The Front for the Defense of Constitutional Institutions
IHP        The Institute of the History of the Present
MACM       The Moroccan Amazigh Cultural Movement
MCP        The Moroccan Communist Party
MMLM       The Moroccan Marxist-Leninist Movement
NCHR       The National Council for Human Rights
NCSR       The National Center for Scientific Research
NUPF       The National Union for Popular Forces
OPDA       The Organization of Popular Democratic Action
RIAC       The Royal Institute for Amazigh Culture
RIRHM      The Royal Institute for Research on Moroccan History
UIA        The Universal Israelite Alliance
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